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AWARENESS TIPS ON UNNOTICED SECRETS 

 
They are not the glittering jewels which enhances the real facial beauty, but the 

internally blissfully bloomed ever attractive sincere smile.  It is not the members of the family which make 
the strength but it is the economical strength of the family which make the real strength.  It is not the huge 
wealth which grows oneself the required self confidence, but it is his own academic strength.  It is not the 
huge money in the pocket which become the mobile wealth, but it is one’s own awareness.  
 

It is not one’s muscular power which becomes the strength, but it is one’s own patience.  Taking revenge on 
one’s own enemy is not the real punishment, but totally forgiving and ignoring one’s enemy is the real 
positive reforming.  It is not the endless urge which makes one successful, but it is untiredly constant 
positive attempt with ever enhanced energy.   The real guage for one’s sincerity for duty is not the 
punctuality, but his dedicated total commitment.  
 

The real value of our individual is not assessed by his loud words, but in keeping up his promises.  The real 
secret of one’s success is not hurried short cut methods, but walking through hard and painful sincere right 
path.  The real right and easy way of any problem solving is not breaking heads in groups or spending 
sleepless nights, wasting pounds for pennies, but acquiring awareness and applying it at right time.  The real 
winner of any gain is not who some how just wins the game, but one who really wins the hearts of the 
spectators. 
 

The infinite irrevocable strong power not lies in nuclear power, but in the unbreakable unity.  The secret of 
successful student’s study not lies in days together byhart, but simple dedicated concentration.  It is not the 
lavishly spending showful life which gives the real happiness, but it is calm and simple life.  It is not the 
enemy who is outside, but in reality the biggest enemy is within you, who creates self invited troubles, that 
is your non adamant unyielding ego.   
 

There are many professional problem solver outside who advise solutions on trial and error basis, but the 
real free inbuilt self solution’s master adviser is meditation.  They aren’t the fights for rights which are cause 
for wild violation, but in reality they are unethical, aimless, endless greed and pleasure.They aren’t one’s 
mistakes which are major cause for worries, but infact it is primarily one’s greed.  They are not the power, 
force, lure which will make one to work, but purely it is his goal which will inspire him not only involve, even 
to self sacrifice. 
 

A greedy selfish can make shrewdly crores of wealth, but if you invest little in selfless social service, 
effortlessly in short time it multiplies unaccountably.  It is not the death which causes huge loss, but in 
reality it is the death of unexercised hidden hidden great skills in oneself.  Loving is not mere personnel 
attraction of self interest, but in reality it is selfless, sincere, pure sacrifice.  The teacher is not he who 
merely teaches syllabus, in reality is he one who nurtures the real lives of his students.  The winner of the 
war is not he who wins the real war, but is he, who diplomatically, awareness fully avoids the war itself.  
 

Fast multiplying one’s wealth is not growing rich, in reality it is by sharing and growing on cooperation basis.  
It is not the advices which will bring unity in children, but it is the team work.  It is not the education, which 
unites the countrymen, but it is the great respect for nationality.  It is not at all any noble teacher who 
guides to reach the bottom of most curious things in life, but it is one’s own abundant curiosity.  It is not 
more money, power, knowledge, urge to multiply one’s friends, but it is his simply friendly, attractive 
attitude which works like a magnet. 
 

A greedy man struggles life long to make millions, whereas a kind hearted man’s little sacrifice into helping 
the needy  miraculously multiplies fast into crores.  The real leader is not he who demands or commands, 
but is he who sincerely selflessly, strives, serves and sacrifices for the sake of masses.  It is not important 
that one lives how long, but it is effectively time utilized how long?  It is not counted how one lived and 
died, but he lived for any worthy purpose, that only adds value for his birth.  In general every body will 



struggle to make their wealth, in reality they have to struggle to maintain their health; guides or advisors 
are not well wishers, friends or professionals who meet your requirement partially, but real ones are books 
which root out your all sorts of doubts.  
 

He is not lucky who has billions, but lucky is he who has right guru (perfect advisor).  The real defeat is not 
loosing the battle, but it is one’s own mental acceptances of defeat and stopping further attempts to 
achieve success.  He is not lucky who is affluent, but in reality it is he who has the abundant enthusiasm.  
Problems are not hurdles in life to worry, in reality they are interest enhancing puzzles to search for novel 
solutions for successful future.  The incidence of death is not to worry about and of beautiful life, but in 
reality it is the alarming time fixed to speed up your goal, so as to complete before that time limit. 
 

They are not resulting laws stipulated by parents, teachers, bosses, governing bodies, religious restrictions, 
but the real laws are only one’s personally accepted morals and ethics.   The right gift is not precious, 
attractive and voluminous, but in reality it may be simple, highlights your relation and timely useful to the 
receiver.  It is not the gratitude just to convey in words to the helper, in reality it is the habit of practicing 
helping the needy thereafter.  It is not lavish party, picnic, travel, shopping an entertainment, in reality it is 
the dedicated interesting work of your own.  
 

The senior is not he who is just aged, in reality is he who has wisdom.  The happiness of life not lies in 
uncertain future, but in reality it lies only in optimizing the present.  Fury is not blasting whenever, 
wherever, however you wish, in reality it is releasing the angle at right time, at right person, at right 
quantum.  They are not the shocking out side noises which will disturb you much, but in fact they are the 
fears within you bothers you very much.   
 

Some times it may not be a long discussion with well wishers will emerge a solution for your problem, but it 
may be few minutes solitude in silence may spark at you a surprising, simple, solid solution.  It is not the 
problem which cripples one, but in fact it is mainly the invisible frightening one’s anxiety which causes 
unbearable worry.  One reads and knows many mysteries of the world, but in reality, the great mystery of 
the mysteries is that he himself will not know his own hidden qualities with in himself.  Your eye is just a 
camera which just captures the scene, but in reality it is the concentrated mind which observes and 
remembers many micro details in a short time.   
 

When suddenly a serious problem arises, it is not the timely needed solution search worries, in reality it is 
not irrelevant fear much worries.   Every one restlessly run for an expert guide to solve their problem, in 
reality there is a cost free, perfect master guide which explores most suitable solutions time to time, that is 
meditation.  After smoking one exhale the smoke outside blissfully, in reality it is the smoke of burning 
one’s own body parts internally.  It is not the entertainment which actually melodious music gives, in reality, 
it is the deep bottom feeling of healing of entire body and soul.  
 

When you work heavily or exercise, the sweat comes out will not represents your body pain, in fact it is your 
body expelled poison.  Every suicider believes that by committing suicide he will be punishing himself for 
not meeting his prime wish of life, but in reality he is ignorantly prematurely mercilessly killing his own 
precious abilities, putting all well wishers to unending agony and not repaying the debt to the nation.    
 

There are many more such unnoticed secrets of amazing strength.  One must visualize such hidden valuable 
secrets with awareness and implement perfect decisions for prosperous future of one’s previous life. 
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